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In regards to Petition 95 re the appointment of the Independent Expert Panelon Uranium Regulation by the
Director General of the Department of Mines and Petroleum (DMP)the Conservation CouncilWA, WA Nuclear
FreeAlliance, Anti-Nuclear Alliance WA, Australian Conservation Foundation, and The Wilderness Society (WA)
endorse the following submission with details of the issues raised.

We have not made a complaint to the Parliamentary Commissioner for Administrative Investigations.
I. NoridisclosureofTermsofReference

When petition 95 was tabled in Parliament we had still riotreceived the panel's full Terms of Reference (ToR)
despite requests to DMP, Minister Moore's office and the individual panellists. Following a Parliamentary request by
Jon Ford, the shadow Minister for Resources and Energy we have been given access to the documentation from

.the DMP.
2. NarrowandunclearTermsofReference

The ToRs suggests that the Panelis limited in its role to benchmarking the DMP's regulations for uranium mining
against'world's best practice standards'. However, the definition of what constitutes world's best practice in
relation to uranium mining is unclear, inconsistent and ill-defined. Within the description of Worlds Best Practice the

DMP have already bench marked standards for radiation protection and limited the scope of the Panelso that they
cannot address the important question of whether in factthe cause of radiation through uranium mining is an
'unacceptable risk'.
The DMP's description of best practice includes the statement that"human activities that cause exposure to

radiation may be permitted only ifthey do more good than harm" and yetthere is no scope forthe panel to address
the fulllife cycle for WestAustralian uranium in order to make any independent or meaningful assessment of this
fundamental principle of justification. There is no scope to address the adequacy of nuclear safeguards, the
potential for diversion of nuclear material for weapons or non sanctioned use, radioactive waste management,
depleted uranium production or health impacts in areas adjacent to nuclearfacilities and a range of other
downstream issues. Clearly these are issues that will have a profound impact on whether exposure to radiation will
do 'more good than harm' and they require active consideration in any assessment and review process ifthis is to
be seen as credible and consistent with fulllife cycle assessment.

. Within the scope of the currentlimited Panel ToRs we expectthese following items would at a minimum be

addressed: An examination of the adequacy of EIA process for uranium mining proposal and the scope of
environmental assessments; consideration of the Environment Protection Act provisions for a public inquiry as the
highest level of assessment, the cost of regulation uranium mines and ifthis costis in the public interest in Western

Australia, the performance of bonds applied to the uranium mining industry and whether they comply with 'best
practice'.
3. Crucial mattersofpublicinterestremain uriaddressed

There are a number of issues of public interest which Indigenous representatives and groups, conservation and
public health groups, and trade unions and political parties have called for examination of since the state ban on

uranium mining was lifted in 2008. We are concerned that these public interest matters will be inadequately
covered by this Panelin its current configuration. These matters include: Transport routes and risks; Native Title,

Aboriginal heritage, public health and environmental protection safeguards and weapons proliferation and security
issue related to the supply of Australian obligated uranium.

Given that the WA agencies are playing the lead role in the assessment of uranium mining proposals in WA it is
appropriate that these important and directly related issues be addressed by through robust and inclusive state
processes and not simply referred to the Commonwealth

Please refer to our previous submission to the environmental Appeals convenor seeking a public inquiry on these
matters (attached).

Failure to address relevant Commonwealth and State legislation

In the Panel's current ToRs it appears that there is a suite of both federal and state legislation and regulations that
will notoe directly addressed. These include the Environment Protection and Biodiversity Conservation Act(EPBC
Act); the Radiation Safety Act 1975; Radiation Safety (Transport of Radioactive substances) Regulations 2002;
Mines Safety and Inspection Act 1994 and Regulations 1995; the Native Title Act 1993; Aboriginal Heritage Act
1972; Rights in Water and Irrigation Act 19.4; Planning and Development Act 2005; Health Act 1911; Nuclear Nori
Proliferation (safeguards) Act 1987; and the Regulation 9 of Customs (prohibited exports) Regulations under the
CustomsAct1901

All of these are relevant to uranium mining and relate to key areas of continuing public interest and concern. Any
assessment of regulatory compliance against best practice must take into accountthe fulllegal and regulatory
environment underpinning uranium mining, transport and processing and include all of the legislation listed above.
5. Limited Transparency andpublicengagement

In the summary ToR it states clearly, "The successful respondent(i. e. Panel members)is notrequired to engage
directly with stakeholders or proponents. Any engagement recommended by the successful respondent will be
considered and coordinated by the DMP. "
We are aware that the DMP actively stopped the Panelfrom releasing the fullterms of reference when we initially
requested the documents
There has been no more detail provided to us on the level of public engagement orindeed, ifthere is to be any.
The Panel appears to be answerable only to the Department of Mines and Petroleum. It is concerning that the
benchmarking of regulations and standards for an industry with significant and long-lasting public impacts will riot
be open for wide ranging public input or scrutiny,
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When Minister Moore was questioned in Parliament(15'' Sept, 2010) on the public involvement in the peerreview
process of the investigation he confirmed that allreports from the Panel would be regarded as internal Government
documents

When considering 'world's best practice' we expectthis would incorporate all aspects of a projectincluding public
consultation and community engagement. Given the Australian Government has signed on to the UN declaration
on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples we expectthe panel to also address the principle Free, Prior and Informed
Consent. There is no indication this Panel will address such issues and there is no representative on the Panelthat

appears to have the expertise to comprehensiveIy address complex matters of consent and consultation
6. Perceptions rethe Panel's independence and potential for conflicts of interest
The tender was awarded to the Australian Centre for Geomechanics (ACG), a group that is funded by mining and

resource related industry. Corporate affiliates of the ACG include AngloGold AshantiAustralia, ATC Williams,
Barnck Gold, BHP Billiton, Coffey, GHD, GolderAssociates, Gold Fields, Newmont, Rio Tinto, Snowden
We understand that at one time or another all of the ACG's corporate affiliate groups (except GoldFields) have

owned, operated or provided services to uranium mines or other areas of the nuclear industry including atomic
weapons test site remedialion. These companies fund the ACG which has in turn been awarded the tender to form

. the Panel on uranium regulations. Given the contested nature of the uranium industry it is imperative that the

highest standards of community inclusion and procedural transparency and rigour be applied in order to address
any perception or potential for conflict of interest
On the Panelthere are ten academics and industry based experts from UWA, Curtin University and CSIRO. Many
of these have worked for one or more of the companies listed above and/or other mining and consultant
companies. ms hardly unexpected that a group advising on mining issues would have extensive employment
experience within the sector however the connections between the industry and the individuals on this panelraises
the potential forthe perception of a conflict of interest and of the Panel's independence, An inquiry into the funding
arrangements of the centre and the influence of the funding bodies and history of the individuals involved may
clarify how independentthis panel can be and provide greater community confidence and credibility.
6. Restricted composition and relevantexper. iseofthepanel

The panelincludes members with a background in mining and the nuclearindustry however there are a range of
other crucial expertise and fields that would contribute to the Panel and help provide greater depth to its findings
and recommendations. These include trade union representatives, radiation specialists, health practitioners, social
scientists and consultation experts (see point 5 - above) and Indigenous and environmental representatives
When questioned in Parliament on the inclusion of occupational health and safety issues in the Panels scope of

investigation (8'' Sept, 2010), Minister Moore replied "not specifically", and that ifthe Panel deemed it important in
reference to 'world's best practice'then it would be looked at. If, and one would hope that it is, occupational health
and safety is seen as vital to a best practice standard, the Panel does riot have relevant expertise to deal with this
area. If OHS issues are not seen as pivotalto any examination of best practise mining standards there can be little
confidence in the current approach
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I;. ^ppointmentofpanel
When Minister Moore was questioned in Parliament overthe establishment of the Panel, a document was tabled on
the criteria forthe applicants. The only information offered by Minister Moore was that the process would be

overseen by the DMP, the tender was advertised on the WA Government's tender website, part one of the process
has been allocated $400,000, parttwo funding has not been set and will depend on the amount of work involved.
The Minister gave a short time line forthe first part of the process
Of greater relevance and importance is the internal process at the Ministerial level and in the Department of Mines
and Petroleum hatled to the development of the tender and allocation of public funding for a Panel with limited
transparency and ToRs.
The process appears designed to help industry in WAachieve an ambiguous 'world's best practice' standard, rather
than adopting an open, transparent, independent and adequately expert public inquiry which could better address
continuing and legitimate public concern and interest

9. Importanceofa Parliamentary Inquiry into the Panelprocess:
Accordingly, in the public interest, we seek and would welcome a Parliamentary inquiry into the establishment,

scope, independence, transparency, expertise and procedural adequacy of the newly appointed industry panelon
uranium regulations
Such an Inquiry would both acknowledge and help address the high level of continuing community and stakeholder

concern over plans for uranium mining in WAand help ensure greater community confidence in the adequacy,
rigour and credibility of the assessment and oversight processes relating to this contested sector
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Mia Pepper
Nuclear Free Campaigner, Conservation Council WA
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